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Abstract—Green technology for not only reducing energy consumption but also environmental pollution has become a critical
factor in ICT industries. However, for the telecommunications
sector in particular, most network elements are not usually
optimized for power efficiency. In this work, we propose a green
routing method in an IP network for the reduction of unnecessary
energy consumption. In addition, it can encourage the use of
power generated by renewable energy sources instead of using
traditional fossil energy. As a green networking approach, we first
classify the network nodes into either header or member nodes
according to the quantity of the available renewable energies.
The member nodes then put the routing related module at layer
3 to sleep based on the assumption that this layer in the OSI
model can operate independently. All of the network nodes are
then partitioned into clusters consisting of one header node
and multiple member nodes. Then, only the header node in
a cluster conducts IP routing and its member nodes conduct
packet switching using a specially designed identifier, referred to
as a tag. To investigate the impact of the proposed scheme, we
conducted a number of simulations using real-world renewable
energy statistics and results show that our approach outperforms
the existing solutions in terms of energy efficiency to a large
extent.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, energy consumption has become a key factor in
performance evaluation in the ICT industry. In telecommunication networks, according to the Cisco Visual Networking
Index 2015 [1], global IP traffic will reach 1.1 zettabytes per
year or 88.4 exabytes (one billion gigabytes) per month in
2016. By 2019, it will pass a new milestone figure of 2.0
zettabytes per year, or 168.0 exabytes per month. However,
most elements in current networks are not usually optimized
for power efficiency as described in [2]. Consequently, network
elements should always be powered on for the connectivity
regardless of the network status or traffic volume. According
to [3], the network load proportional to traffic volume is
quite various between peak and off-peak period. To avoid
wasting energy consumption in different period, differentiated
strategies in network operation are strongly required in the
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aspect of energy efficiency. In [4] and [5] researchers propose
sleeping and standby approaches according to network status.
However, it sometimes requires additional components such
as a proxy or can consume more power for nodes to switch
back and forth between normal and power-saving modes.
It is not easy to measure exactly how much power can be
consumed per each component of router architecture because it
depends on vendors and manufactures of router. However, according to [6], [7], [8], [9] and [10], we can estimate the power
consumption at layer 3, used in routing engine and packet forwarding engine as a control and forwarding plane respectively,
occupies more than 30∼60% of total power consumption in
current IP router architecture. Thus it is expected to reduce
the total power consumption of the network if operation of
each layer in OSI model can be manageable independently
according to network conditions such as peak and off-peak
period, etc. This assumption has become realized with the
development of cloud (or virtualization) related technologies
such as Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [11], [12],
which propose to use IT virtualization related technologies,
to virtualize entire classes of network node functions into
building blocks that may be connected, together to create
communication service.
Recently, there have been growing demand to consider
environmental factors in the ICT industry. Accordingly, ecofriendly energy generated by sunlight, wind, or geothermal
heat, etc. is getting more attention in the effort to reduce
CO2 emissions and to protect the environment. Much research
has been focused on green solutions for not only reducing
the consumption of power generated by traditional fossil but
also utilizing power from various renewable energy sources.
In order to reduce the carbon footprint of communication
networks, for example, the authors of [13] propose greener
solutions for content delivery that utilize renewable energy and
a content caching concept. In particular, the authors consider
the joint routing and caching problem from the point of view
of minimizing the consumption of power generated from fossil
energy source while satisfying users’ requests.

As a green networking approach, the main contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows: i) We define the network
energy consumption problem and analyze its complexity; ii)
We propose a green routing algorithm which can reduce energy
consumption by clustering network nodes. Also the availability
of renewable energy sources is taken into consideration; iii)
We perform a number of simulations to evaluate the proposed
green routing mechanism by using real renewable energy
statistics under the NSFNET topology. The experimental results reveal that the proposed routing mechanism can achieve
up to 37% more energy savings compared to existing solutions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the related work. Section III gives an overview
of green network architecture and Section IV describes the
network min-energy problem to be solved. Section V provides
the design of green routing and the performance analysis using
simulation is introduced in Section VI. Finally, Section VII
summarizes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Energy efficiency has been a common topic in wireless
environments such as sensor networks, IoT, and mobile communication, and a significant amount of research has sought
ways to extend the battery life. The authors in [14] analyzed the trade-off between spectrum efficiency and energy
efficiency and introduced various studies within a framework
of energy-efficient resource allocation in a 5G wireless network. However, triggered by the recent exponential growth
of network traffic volume, the spread of Internet access, and
the expansion of new ICT services offered by service and
network providers, energy efficiency has also become a highpriority goal in the area of wired networks. To analyze green
technologies in a wired IP network, the authors of [15] categorized base approaches into re-engineering, dynamic adaptation,
and sleeping/standby. Related to these issues, a number of
researches have been undertaken during the last decades. As a
re-engineering approach focusing on designing energy-aware
elements, the authors in [16] introduced an investigation of
the potential savings achievable through power-aware network
design and routing. The authors measured the power consumption of various configurations of widely used routers. They
then created a general model for router power consumption
based on measurement results to explore the potential impact
of power-awareness in a set of example networks. To achieve
a dynamic adaptation, approaches have aimed at modulating
the capacities of packet processing engines and a network
interface to satisfy the actual traffic loads and requirements.
The authors in [17] proposed a novel approach to switching
off some portions of the UMTS core networks while still
guaranteeing full connectivity and maximum link utilization.
As an extension of [17], the authors of [2] proposed a simple
algorithm to power off the links and even full routers while
still satisfying the QoS constraints, such as the maximum
link utilization. As an example of dynamic adaptation, the
GreenOSPF algorithm in [25] extended the existing OSPF
protocol slightly to share the shortest path tree of a specific

node with neighbor nodes, and solves the above problem by
switching off those network elements that are excluded by the
shared shortest paths. Finally, sleep/standby approaches are
used to selectively drive network equipment into low standby
modes, and to wake them up only when necessary. The authors
in [18] investigated how a network connectivity proxy can
enable significant energy saving by allowing idle hosts to
enter a low-power sleep state and still maintain a full network
presence.
Some interesting methods using renewable energy have
recently been proposed to take our environment into account.
The authors in [19] focused on the way how to minimize
fossil fuel consumption in large Internet Service Provider (ISP)
networks, by proposing new gradient-based routing protocol,
which favors forwarding packets along routers powered by the
highest quantity of renewable energies. Also the authors in
[20] proposed green Internet routing using renewable energies
by clarifying the model of how routers can distinguish renewable and non-renewable energies. Then, they reformulated an
energy consumption problem, setup special cases based on the
clarification, and proposed optimal and sub-optimal algorithm
while guaranteeing QoS requirements. Datacenter is also one
of the potential target to reduce carbon footprint and energy
cost using renewable energy. Through the actual power trace
experiments, the authors of [21] proposed a case that it is
actually possible for a distributed Internet Data Center (IDC)
system to exploit the geographical and temporal diversity of
wind power in order to achieve green cloud service. The idea
is to leverage the front-end load dispatching server to send
work to the location where wind power is available. Then they
proposed a wind-power-aware (WPA) algorithm which routes
jobs considering both the current states of workloads and wind
power availabilities in the data centers.
III. OVERVIEW OF G REEN N ETWORKING
As a green networking approach, we propose a green
networking solution for minimizing the power consumption
in an IP network as illustrated in Figure 1. Assuming that the
functions of each layer in a network node can be controlled
independently, the proposed solution defines two kinds of
network nodes: header node (HN) and member node (MN).
An HN is a general IP router for IP packet processing, and
an MN is a special node (or router) that can perform packet
switching using a tag whenever its function at layer 3 is in
the sleep mode. Then the solution partitions a whole network
into clusters with one HN and more than one MN. After
partitioning, the links between MNs belonging to the same
cluster are switched off because the routing function of MNs
is in sleep mode and traffic can be rerouted to the HN.
In current networks, most elements are usually powered by
traditional fossil energy and this has an environmental impact
as they consume more and more electricity, as described in
Section I. Thus, green solutions which can improve energy
efficiency in networks as well as minimize CO2 emission
are in the limelight. Assuming network elements are powered
partially by renewable energy and partially by traditional
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where βij indicates whether link lij is powered on or not. The
above formula stands for the total power consumption from
fossil energy; it is zero if the renewable energy is enough to
support the total power consumption of the node with half of
the links that are incident to the node. Denoting by V 1 , ..., V K
the K clusters of the network nodes after the HN selection and
the clustering, the min-energy network design problem can be
formulated with the following integer program.
X
min
Pf (i)

Fig. 1: The logic of green networking
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fossil fuel-based energy, the proposed solution encourages
network elements to be powered by the highest quantity of
renewable energy sources instead of traditional fossil energy.
The renewable energy could be a combination of multiple
energy sources, such as geothermal heat, tides, and various
forms of biomass, but in this paper we have considered wind
and solar energy sources.
IV. M IN - ENERGY N ETWORK D ESIGN P ROBLEM
The problem of minimizing the power consumption in a
network satisfying a given traffic matrix can be formulated
with a linear program [22]. However, our problem is different
in the sense that we need to decide which nodes to be selected
as HN and which links to be switched off accordingly such that
the total power consumption of the network in terms of fossil
energy is minimized, i.e., the renewable energy is maximally
utilized.
Let us consider a network that is captured by a directed
graph G(V, L), where V is the set of network nodes and L is
the set of directed network links. A link that connects node
i ∈ V to another node j ∈ V is denoted by lij . The set
of neighbors of node i is denoted by set Ni where lij ∈ L
for any j ∈ Ni . We consider the power consumptions from
both the node and the link. The power consumption of a
fully functional node (i.e., HN) i ∈ V is characterized by
eHN (i) : V → R+ , while the power consumption of a MN
with L3 functions disabled is characterized by eM N (i). Note
that power consumption to manage hardware is not considered
in ev (i) and eM N (i). The power consumption of a link lij ∈ L
is characterized by el (lij ) : L → R+ . The power consumption
of a link will be evenly distributed to the two endpoints of
the link. For node i, we denote by Ef (i) and Er (i) the
available power from the fossil and the renewable energy
respectively. We assume that both the node and the link can
be turned into low-power mode to save energy by introducing
decision variables αi , βij ∈ {0, 1} for node, link respectively.
Depending on the value of αi and βij , the power consumption
of node i from fossil energy can be represented by

(1)
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where constraint (2a) ensures that each cluster of nodes
contains only one HN. Constraint (2b) and (2c) represents that
every node in V belongs to only one of the clusters. The last
constraint enforces that nodes can only be in the mode of HN
or MN and links can only be put on or off. Note that βij
serves only as an indicator and no decisions will need to be
made on it. More specifically, βij = 1 if and only if it satisfies
αi = 1, αj = 1, and there exists k ∈ [K] such that i, j ∈ V k .
In addition, the following two constraints need to be satisfied
in order to ensure that the traffic can be successfully routed
on the derived network.
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It can be easily verified that the general Capacitated MultiCommodity Flow (CMCF) problem is actually a special case
of the above problem, which is known to be NP-hard in
general. Since the above problem is as hard as CMCF, we can
obtain that our min-energy network design problem is also
NP-hard. Therefore, we aim at developing efficient heuristics
instead of searching for exact solutions.
V. D ESIGN OF G REEN ROUTING
In this section, green routing algorithm as the objective of
our research is presented with several procedures.
A. Partitioning of the Whole Network into Clusters
1) HN Selection: Now we start with simple method described in Algorithm 1 for how to select HNs and configure
clusters with selected HNs and MNs. For the selection of
HNs, various criteria can be considered selection policies

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for header node selection
Ef (i) : Available power from fossil energy at node i
Er (i) : Available power from renewable energy at node i
for node i = 1 to node i = N do
Compute savedEfHN (i) and savedEfM N (i)
Er (i) if Er (i) < Ef (i)
savedEHN
(i) =
f
Ef (i) Otherwise
. The amount of power consumption saved if the node
operates as HN

Ef (i)
if Er (i) ≥ ρEf (i)
N
savedEM
(i)
=
f
(1 − ρ)Ef (i) + Er (i) Otherwise
. The amount of power consumption saved if the node
operates as MN
sendToNeighbor (nodei→j , savedEfM N (i))
. node j is a neighbor node of node i
receiveFromNeighbor (nodej←i , savedEfM N (j))
end for
Compute savedEf (i) = savedEfHN (i)+

Pk
j

savedEfM N (i)

for node i = 1 to node i = N do
sendToNeighbor (nodei→j , savedEf (i))
receiveFromNeighbor (nodej←i , savedEf (j))
end for

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for clustering
for header node i = 1 to i = nHN do
for member node j = 1 to j = nM N do
sendToNeighbor (nodei→j , savedEf (i))
receiveFromNeighbor (nodej←i , savedEf (i))
end for
end for
MNjoinsHN (node j, node i)
. node j selects node i which has the maximum
savedEf (i) as HN
MN
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Fig. 2: Tag allocation and distribution
if max (savedEf (i), ···, savedEf (j)) = savedEf (i) then
node i is selected to be a HN
else
node i is selected to be a MN
end if

such as node utilization, network nodality, end-to-end delay,
etc. In this paper, we consider the availability of renewable
energy sources in order to decide HNs selection and node
clustering as explained in Algorithm 1. For HN selection
procedure, each node first computes how much fossil energy
is saved if node can be powered by renewable energy sources
in case of HN and MN. Then each node sends information
including savedEfM N (i) to its neighbor nodes. On receiving
information, each node compute savedEf (i) which means the
amount of saved fossil energy if node itself operates as a HN
and the other neighbor node operate as MNs. Finally each node
exchanges the amount of saved fossil energy with neighbor
nodes and the node which has maximum value of savedEf is
selected to be HN.
2) Clustering with one HN and multiple MNs: After the HN
selection procedure, nodes selected as HNs send advertising
messages to the adjacent nodes. Once neighbor nodes receive
a message from the HNs, they compare savedEf (i) from multiple HNs and select the HN has the maximum savedEf (i).
If nodes receive an advertising message from other HNs, they
then discard the advertising message. The clustering procedure
is described in Algorithm 2.

B. Green Packet Routing
1) Tag Allocation and distribution: After clustering, the
MNs send routing information to their HN, and the HN adds
this routing information to the routing entry for identifying
the arrival reachability through the MNs. In this step, there
can be several routing entries for the same next hop. After
adding the MN information, the HN selects the shortest and
non-overlapping next hop among multiple paths headed for
the same destination, and updates the routing entry. The
HN then assigns tags to the next hop that can be reached
through the MNs, and the tags are distributed to cluster the
MNs, as illustrated in Figure 2. A tag is a specially designed
identifier within a cluster for switching instead of IP routing,
and includes the outgoing node interface. Even though label
defined in MPLS architecture [23] can have similar feature and
used for packet switching, we propose a simple identifier in
order to focus on the solution of given problem in Section
1 rather than traffic engineering concerns. Upon receiving
tags from an HN, the MNs temporary put the routing-related
function in layer 3 to sleep and conduct packet switching using
a tag. If the MNs receive packets without a tag, the packets
are directly forwarded to the cluster HN.
2) Packet Routing using Tag: To demonstrate the operation
of packet switching from a source to a destination, we consider
a simple network topology with 3 clusters {a, c, d} ,{b},
{e, f } as shown in Figure 3, wherein each HN of cluster is
expressed in bold. When node a receives packets without tags
and forwards them to node d, as an operating assumption, the
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MN (i.e., node a) forwards packets to the HN if there is no tag
information in the routing entry of the MN. Upon receiving
packets, node d looks up the routing entry, encapsulates it
with the tag, and forwards all of the packets to node e. Node
e forwards the packets to the next hop, node f , after tag
switching. Finally, packets with a tag arrive at node f , which
removes the tag and routes the packets to the destination.
VI. E VALUATIONS
This section describes the comprehensive simulations we
carried out to evaluate the energy saving performance of our
proposed algorithm.
A. Experimental Settings
To investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm,
we conducted several simulations using an NS-2 simulator
under the well-known NSFNet topology with 14 nodes and
42 links, as shown in Figure 4. To evaluate of the energy
consumption, we assumed the power consumption of a node
is 700W; 490W is used for IP routing (i.e., ρ = 0.3), with the
residual being used for tag switching. In addition, the power
consumption of a link is 235 W according to [13].
In order to consider the effect of renewable energy, we
used the meteorological data which is available from the
National Solar Radiation Data Base, available in [24] and
got the real weather dataset of 14 nodes including (i) Global
Horizontal Irradiance(GHI), a widely used metric to estimate
how much solar power could be achievable from photovoltaic
solar panels; (ii) wind speeds for every hour in a year. [19]

provides the distribution of available renewable energy in the
U.S using the average annual wind speed and GHI.
B. Energy Efficiency of Green Routing
Under these conditions, we measured the energy efficiency,
which is defined as the rate of reduced power consumption. In
particular, we compared the energy efficiency of the proposed
algorithm with those of the GreenOSPF [25], ILP [2] and tag
switching algorithm [26].
Figure 5 shows the ratio of power sources in 14 nodes
after network node clustering. Overall, power consumption
from fossil energy can be reduced by 37% and replaced by
renewable energy sources.
Figure 6 summarizes the results obtained in evaluating how
renewable energy can be used to support power consumption
per season at node 3, which is located in California where
there is plenty of sunshine in daytime hours with little wind
and so large amounts of power can be generated from solar
panels.
Figure 7 illustrates the energy efficiency (i.e., how much
fossil energy can be saved) under various routing algorithms
according to the change in offered load. As the offered load
increases, energy efficiency is reduced in most algorithms
except for our proposed one. Such behavior is caused by
traffic congestion of nodes and links and the constraint (4)
cannot be satisfied. In order to solve a hot spot problem, it
is necessary to turn MNs into HNs and switch on unused
links. Even though the energy efficiency of the proposed
algorithm differs according to time and season, it encourages
the consumption of available renewable energy first. Thus,
the proposed algorithm using renewable energy shows better
performance regardless of the offered load.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Energy efficiency is becoming a key factor for a greener
ICT industry. Our study of a green network provides an
algorithm to reduce the consumption of power generated from
fossil energy, and instead, encourages the use of renewable
energy in IP networks. The proposed algorithm first configures
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clusters consisting of one HN and multiple MNs according to
the HN selection method using the availability of renewable
energy of nodes, and conducts green routing using tags.
The results obtained show that the proposed green routing
scheme can exhibits a more energy efficient performance than
previous works. In a future study, we will investigate network
provisioning with respect to various renewable energies.
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